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“Aaaaaaaaaaaahhhhh………..” 

 

I shouted as I received a text message from Aurora, my bestfriend. The message goes like this: 

 

“Have you heard the news? Beast is going to be the celebrity guest in our foundation week end 

ceremony!!!!!! KYAAAAAAAAA~~!!” 

 

“Aaaaaaaaahhhh!!!!!!!” I continued shouting with all my feels in the body. Then I jump continuously at 

the sofa. As I jump, the clock goes ding dong ding and I slipped my foot and… 

 

*BOINK* 

 

“Ouch…!” O.< 

 

I looked at the clock… Oh no! I’m going to be late! I almost forgot about work because of this extremely 

duper duper super good news…. 

 

Quickly, I grab my uniform on and flew to my work. 

 

My name is Belle, a solid B2UTY. Gikwang Biased. Do you know where am I? Well…. IN KOREA! I migrate 

here for school… You know, I have an auntie sent by heaven who built a coffee shop here. She’ll let me 

study here and in exchange, I will work part-time for her. And do you know what’s good about this 

coffee shop? Well, this coffee shop is where APINK Unnies go to when they have free time. Yep! They 

are our regular customer. Lucky me, right? 

 

The tap bell rang… 

“Brown  and Creamy, Strawberry Frappe and Hot Fudge in Table 12” 

“Aye!” 

 

 I saw Hayoung Unnie and Naeun Unnie laughing with a guy. When I looked at the guy’s face… 

 

O___O 

 

Doojoon Oppa? 

 

Suddenly, I felt stucked… Doojoon Oppa just in front of me… OH MY!! WHAT TODO?! 

 

“Agassi?” Hayoung Unnie interrupted. 

“Oh… ah…. Uhmmm… Here’s your orders ma’am, sir…” I said and put the tray on their table. I was a little 

shaky. 

“Thanks.” They smiled at me so I smiled back… 
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“Here Oppa… Try this! And you’ll know why we love here…” I heard Naeun Unnie. 

“They also offer cookies…” Hayoung Unnie said. 

“Yup! And candy bread… Hmm..!” Naeun Unnie responded. 

Then Hayoung Unnie and Naeun Unnie looked at each other and both said “Cupcakes!” 

“Oh I so love their cupcakes!!” 

“Yeah! I love the fruit flavored cupcakes.” 

 

I was watching them from a far and it’s kind of interesting watching them them… 

 

It’s already one on the afternoon. So that means, my shift just ended and I have classes in 2 o’clock so I 

rushed off from the coffee shop to our school. 

 

“Belle!!!” Aurora shouted… “What was that?” She said. 

“The what?” 

“About Doojoon Oppa and the Coffee Shop thing?” She leaned near me. 

“Aaaaahhh…” I shouted. 

“Kyaaaaaaaaa!!!” She shouted too. 

“Waaaaaaaaaaa!!!” We both shouted… 

We pause. I let out a breath and smile…. 

“Hyaaaaaaaaaaaahh!!!” We shouted again… 

 

Aurora is my bestfriend, she also came from the same country as mine, but we only meet here and poof! 

BEST FRIEND! She’s a solid B2UTY too. Junhyung Biased. 

 

That night, I went back to my aunt’s shop. It’s kind of confusing, right? So here’s my schedule. 

10pm – 1pm --> coffee shop 

2pm – 7pm --> school 

8pm – 12am --> coffee shop again 

 

Tomorrow morning, I was cleaning the tables when unexpected customers dropped by… 

 

O____O 

O/////O 

 

*badump badump* 

 

>//////< 

 

KYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASDJKLJSJDHJFBNBNBHYWEHJHASKJHJBNBBZJHJSHDJSDJKJAHSDJ!!! IT’S BEAST 

OPPAS!! ITS BEAST OPPAS!!! ITS THEM!!!! WAAAAAAAAAAHHHH!!! 
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I AM GOING TO TAKE THEIR ORDERS!!! WAIT FOR ME… *grin* 

 

“Belle! Where are you going? That table hasn’t been wiped yet…” 

 

AWWW…! GO CLEAN IT BY YOURSELF!! >< 

 

I’m just about to ignore my aunt’s orders when I saw Ariel Unnie entertaining MY OPPAS… 

 

So I poisonously stared at her. She was listing down their orders… 

 

“By the way, what’s your name?” Doojoon Oppa asked. 

“Oh.. I’m Ariel +8201071620645” 

 

FTW!!!! What the hell is she doing? Giving her phone number to my oppas?? 

 

“I can be your personal waitress here… you can call me anytime… ” she continued and winked then 

headed to the counter. 

 

O_____O 

 

I AM SO GOING TO EAT YOU ALIVE!!! 

 

How desperate! BUT! I AM NOT GOING TO LOSE!! 

 

I wrote my number in a piece of paper… I faced the mirror… UGH!! How will I give it? MIRROR!! GIVE ME 

COURAGE!!!!! PLEASE…!!! >/////< 

 

I was getting the other customer’s orders when I saw Ariel Unnie bringing my oppas orders… 

 

I just stared at her as if I’m going to kill her right away. 

 

Breathe in, breathe out, Belle! It’s part of her job! Don’t be jealous! Oppas are not yours.! FUFU… TT^TT 

 

While I was waiting for the orders, the “I-AM-NOT-GOING-TO-LOSE-PLAN” just popped out in my mind. 

Am I going to continue that?? >< 

 

“Belle!!!!” 

“Ne? Auntie!!!” I got shocked… >< 

“The orders! What are you thinking that made you unfocused, huh?” 

“Oh… The orders!” I didn’t answered her and gave the orders to the customers. 
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Then, I saw Gikwang Oppa, looking at the bulletin. 

 

Belle!! THIS IS IT!!! THE “I-AM-NOT-GOING-TO-LOSE-PLAN” !!! DO IT!!! DO IT NOW!!!! 

 

“Ah… Oppa……” I swallowed… 

“Oh… Ne???” Gikwang Oppa responded… 

 

U--… What’s wrong with my tongue? It’s not working properly… Also my heart… It’s as if running on a 

race… I can’t catch it… >///////< 

 

He was looking at me, waiting for me to speak… >//////< 

 

Can someone punch me in the face and prove me that this isn’t a dream… >////////< 

 

WHAT TO DO??? I CAN’T SPEAK!!! DEAR TONGUE, WHERE ARE YOU NOW? 

 

Words don’t come so I just get the piece of paper and handed it to him, then rushed off immediately 

and hide to where he couldn’t see me… 

 

Did the “I-AM-NOT-GOING-TO-LOSE-PLAN” just failed right now? >//////< 

 

DUMMY BELLE!! >///////< 

 

“Oh… Hi Belle!! What are you doing here hiding?? After you gave something to Oppa??” Ariel Unnie 

asked… 

“Hi too! Ariel +8201071620645 Unnie! Just nothing…” I sarcastically said. 

“What are you…” she replied in shock 

“Didn’t you just said back there that your name is Ariel +8201071620645?” 

“I gave my number because they ask for it…” 

“They are just asking for your name…” 

“No. They want me that’s why I gave it… I know they want me because they called me…” 

“You’re a waitress… every customer calls you… iBABOyah~!” 

“YAH!! Belle! I’m still older than you!!! Give some respect!!!” 

“Oh… I’m sorry Ariel +8201071620645 Unnie…” I bowed and walked straight not looking back… 

 

What want is she talking about? Really is stupid… Kkkke~ 

 

I reached for my pocket… 

 

O____O 

 

WAIT!!! 
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T-there’s another piece of paper? 

 

O____O 

 

It’s the… the paper where I wrote my number?  It’s in here???!!! Then… then what did I gave to Gikwang 

Oppa?? UGH!!! 

 

The “I-AM-NOT-GOING-TO-LOSE-PLAN” is really a failure… >////////< 

 

I crumpled the paper and threw it… JUST FORGET THAT NONESENSE STUPID PLAN… >< And even so… no 

idols will make his fangirl his textmate… REMEMBER THAT BELLE!!! Psh! 

 

The next day, Gikwang Oppa went back to the coffee shop… 

 

“Aaaahh!!!!!” Ariel Unnie shouted and everyone looked at her… 

“The kid threw the choco blend to me…” she shouted. 

“Agassi… Sorry… He’s just throwing tantrums then accidentally he loose hold to the choco blend…” the 

nanny tried to explain. 

Then Ariel Unnie rushed off to the ladies room… 

“Sorry for the disturbance… Please continue with your business…” Aunt said… 

“Belle! Assist table 9…” 

So I headed to table… but then it’s Gikwang Oppa sitting there… 

 

O___O 

 

OMO!!! Did he remembered my face? I hope not…!! >/////////< 

 

He smiled and said… “One chocodip cupcake please…” 

He smiled at me as if I’m the only girl in the world… *melt* 

 

He didn’t recognize me, right? 

Aww… how sad! But it’s a good thing on the other hand… >/////////////< 

 

I was waiting for the order to be prepared then I remembered that EYE SMILE of him… And I found 

myself hugging the tray as if I’m daydreaming… 

 

Bzzzt… bzzzt… 

One new message received… 

 

Oh? Someone is texting me at this hour? But when I look who the sender was… it was from an unknown 

number… WOW!! New textmate!!! I love it! 
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The message was… “Hi!!” 

So I replied… “Hi too! ^___^v Who are you?” 

Then the tap bell rang and the in-charge shouted “Chocodip Cupcake in table 9…” 

Oh… the orders… 

 

So I put my phone on my apron’s pocket and headed to the order counter to get the chocodip cupcake 

and preceded to table #9. 

 

“Oppa… Chocodip Cupcake for a handsome customer in table 9…” 

I said to gain some attention. 

He smiled… 

 

“Thanks…” 

 

O/////////////////O 

 

He---… smiled… 

He actually smiled at me… 

Giving me his eye smile which I can only see in internet… 

Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaahh~~~~~~~! 

Tell me, this isn’t a dream… 

Kyaaaaaa~~ 

As I put the tray on the table, I felt my phone vibrated… 

 

“Enjoy your order, sir…” I said and leave the table. 

I reached for my phone and saw another message… 

 

“I’m Hwangjae… You’re Belle, right?” 

 

O________O 

 

How’d he know? I don’t have any schoolmate with a name of Hwangjae… 

So I replied... 

 

“Woah!!! AMAZING!! How’d you know?” 

 

As I send the message, a customer left so I shouted, “Thank you Ma’am! Come again…” 

 

I put my phone on my pocket again and cleaned the table the customers had left… As I wiped the table, 

my eyes moved itself to where Gikwang Oppa is seated. 
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That adorable thing, I really want it. But… He’s an idol… I’m a fan… and also… He’s a customer… I’m a 

waitress… Whatever I do, he’s still in a higher place that I can’t be… Even we’re just this close, I still can’t 

reach him… AISH!!! JINJA!!! Why life is unfair???? >//////< 

 

Then my phone vibrated again… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Well, I just saw your name with your number on a piece of crumpled paper… 

 

O/////O 

 

From: Me 

So you picked it up?? I threw it away… I thought, no one would bother… 

 

“Belle… Time for school…” Aunt shouted… 

“Oh, ne…~” I answered… 

 

I went to the locker room and change with my uniform… 

 

“New text message…” 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Ah… Seriously this woman!!! How could you litter in a public place? I picked it up to throw to the garbage 

can but I was surprised to saw a number… I f you’re going to throw something, don’t put your contact 

number… What if bad guys went to pick it instead? They must have done something bad to you… 

 

O____O 

 

What was that? Already concerned??? Kyeopta~~ ^^ 

 

From: Me 

Sorry for that… I just thought that I’d create a super great plan but it turned the other way around… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Plan??? Does that have something to do with your number and conquering the world?? 

 

From: Me 

Ani… Oppa… You’re so… It’s just that I want to give it toGikwang Oppa… but I give the wrong paper 

instead… >////< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Gikwang? BEAST??? 
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From: Me 

Yup… Him… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Oh? You like them? 

 

From: Me 

No… I LOVE THEM… Specially Gikwang Oppa… Not as an idol but as a man… How I wish.. >< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Oh I see… Every girls says that… Well, I’m a fan of Beast too.. ^^ 

 

From: Me 

Woa?? Jinja?? Woah!! Nice meeting another fan… or should I say fanboy… KYAAKYAA!! COOL!!! 

 

From: Hwangjae 

LOL! You’re funny… Why so amazed? 

 

From: Me 

You see… when I was on my country, everyone was against my admiration in Beast… and when I arrived 

here, nobody seems to care… so I’m really happy to meet someone on the same fandom.. ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

I see… Do you really love them? I mean there are a lot of guys out there. Why you still choose BEAST to 

be the man to love? 

 

What was that? Was this guy also against it? >< 

 

From: Me 

Actually, I don’t know… If only I could choose who to love… I’ll never pick them, really… I know I’ll only 

get hurt cause I know there are a lot of girls that feels the same way as I am… I bet, you don’t 

understand this feeling because you’re a guy… 

 

After that, he did not give me a reply… 

 

“Belle! Have you heard?” Aurora asked… 

“Heard what??” I responded… 

“OMO!! Why are you so outdated??? HMMP!” She said with cross-armed. “Beast will also be here on 

the opening of our foundation week.. So………” She was already preparing to release a quirky shout but 

she saw my reaction was like that of a mourning girl, and suddenly her shout backed out. 
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“And what’s with that expression?” she said and put her hands on her waist… 

I let out a breath… 

“What if you love someone but everyone’s against it…” he asked. 

“Woah…?? A forbidden love? It’s okay as long as your feelings are mutual and it’s not a one-sided 

love…” she answered. 

 

I know this isn’t one-sided love… I love him… and he loves me… AS A FAN… He loves me as a fan… 

I sighed once again… 

 

“What if not? What if the feelings aren’t mutual?” I asked once again… 

“Jakksarang? Then forget it! Everyone’s against it… and he even ignores your feelings??” 

“No.. not that he ignores me totally… but the love of him for me isn’t just enough to be called LOVE…” 

“UGH! BETTER FORGET IT BELLE…” 

I stooped down… 

“So I guess… I really have to give up on them… I love them so much and it hurts because they even don’t 

know my name… Maybe I shou---….” I was interfered by Aurora’s shout. 

“WAIT!!!” She looked at me… “Wait! Wait! Wait! Wait! Wait! You mean… BEAST???! Are they the one 

we’re talking about?” 

I nodded… 

“OH! C’MON BELLE! Some people are worth fighting for!! If you really love them… fight for them… You 

must follow your dreams even if there’s no one to cheer you…” she said. 

“But didn’t you just…” 

“Did I say something?” She shook her head… “If you love Beast, let be it… Don’t care about those ever-

ever people out there…” 

I smiled… 

“So…” I leaned near her… “When did you say BEAST will go here?” 

 

**** 

 

*new message receive…* 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Actually, yes. I don’t understand. Girls always tell the same thing. That they love BEAST more than as 

idols… Sorry for the late reply… Just busy… 

 

O_o 

 

So he texted other B2tys before? 

 

From: Me 

It’s okay… ^^ By the way, you have another B2TY’s number? 
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From: Hwangjae 

Uhm.. yes… before…but I have deleted it already… 

 

From: Me 

Why?? 

 

Then, there’s no reply again… UGH! Really this guy… 

 

“BOO!”  

Aurora suddenly popped out from nowhere… 

“Who’s that?” and pointed on my phone… 

“Ah..This?? My new textmate…” 

“Textmate? Namja?” and leaned closer to me… 

I nodded… 

“OMO!! Is he cute?” 

“I haven’t seen him…” I looked at her… “But you know what… he likes BEAST too…” 

“WOAH!! That’s a match made by heaven” 

“Match Made? I only have Gikwang Oppa in my heart!NO MORE. NO LESS.” 

“Then introduce me to him… I’ll be the one to date him…” She said and looked at her mirror… 

“You have Junhyung Oppa, Aurora! How could you betray him??” 

“Be realistic Belle… Oppa is not ready yet… There’s a bait here… I’m going to grab it first…” She said and 

flipped her hair… 

“PSH!” 

After encouraging me that much, now, she’s talking like that…?? Tsk! Tsk! Tsk! 

 

*new message received* 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Just nothing… What are you doing now? 

 

“Ooooh.. Is that him?” She looked at me and I nodded. 

“Hwangjae? His name is very handsome! I guess he’s handsome, too…” 

“Aigoo Aurora! =___=” 

 

From: Me 

Uhmm… Walking. Going back to work. 

 

From: Hwangjae 

You’re working? Are you not studying? 

 

From: Me 

I’m both… ^^ Studying and working… ^^ 
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Then there’s no reply again… Well, I don’t blame him for being busy… Many of my textmates are busy 

though. 

 

It’s been an hour already, taking orders, delivering, wiping and such. Ah, so boring.. >< 

 

“Good afternoon, sir” one of my co-worker greeted… 

 

“Good aft----….” I was stuck when I saw who the customer was… 

 

O__________O 

 

O////////////////O 

 

OMONA!!! HE’S HERE AGAIN… GIKWANG OPPA.. >//////////< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Let’s eat… ^^ 

 

I’ll reply you back later Hwangjae Oppa… I’m just going to assist Gikwang Oppa… Kkkke~ SHOWTIME! 

 

“Belle! Can you please clean the toilets…” Auntie asked me… 

 

Oh man! What a timing.. >< 

 

From: Me 

Eat for me ^^ I have something to do…  

 

Then I headed at the ladies’ comfort room… After an hour, I proceeded at the man’s comfort room…  

Ah, seriously… an ahjumma must clean this, but because we have no ahjummas here, we do it… >/////< 

and sad to say, at this time, when Gikwang Oppa was here, I’m here cleaning the toilet… GEEZ… >/////< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Done. Ah… full! ^^ 

 

From: Me 

Kkke~ I’m going to clean… Text you later… 

 

I enter men’s bathroom… 
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 “WOAH!” a customer shouted… 

O___O 

It was Gikwang Oppa… 

“You scared me…” he said. 

“Sorry…” I said and bowed… 

“It’s okay!” then he smiled… 

 

Ah! Jinjja! What’s wrong with me? Why do I always get stuck when that creature smiles? >< 

 

After an hour, finally I’m finished.. >////< I hope Gikwang Oppa is still here…  

When I went out of the bathroom, I saw Gikwang Oppa near the bathroom’s door… Leaning on the 

wall… Then he suddenly lifted his phone as if he’s calling someone… 

 

I moved my eyes away… Belle… you’re just a fan… don’t went too far, okay? It’s his personal life… Don’t 

dare to listen… >/////////< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Wow! What did you clean? 

 

From: Me 

Bathroom. ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Public Bathroom? 

 

From: Me 

Yup ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Ladies’? 

 

From: Me 

Yup! Also men’s ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Maldo andwae?! Why you? 

 

From: Me 

Kkkke~ Why not me? It’s part of my job, anyways…^^ 
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From: Hwangjae 

What if bad men came and do something bad? Who will protect you? Do you have that elbow power of 

an ahjumma? 

 

From: Me 

Oh… oppa concern? So sweet.. ^^ I don’t have but don’t worry. I have a shout power of a fan girl.. ^^ 

Kkkke~ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

YAH!! Stop joking around! This girl ah jinjja! 

 

From then on, he instantly became my friend. We click in just a blink of an eye. I don’t know but I act 

naturally while texting him. As if, I know him for years already. I felt being protected… >/////< 

 

Well, he sometimes flirt with me, but I don’t mind it… I was always refusing that flirt tactics in which I 

know Aurora (or the other fan girls) might fall… I already told him, I’m only for Gikwang Oppa… 

GIKWANG OPPA… and I only treat him as a brother… 

 

~~ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Good morning little beauty… 

 

That brought a smile on my face… 

Yep! We’re that close enough to be comfortable with each other even we haven’t see each other 

personally… 

 

From: Me 

Ne! Same Oppa… You know what day today? Today is the opening ceremony of our school’s foundation 

week… And BEAST oppas are going there to have some fansigning… Kyaaaaa~~~ I’m so excited… I don’t 

know what to wear!! Should I fix my hair? Uhmm.. or.. or should I wear sexy outfits? 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Wear what’s comfortable… You don’t have to make a fuss there… Just… smile… 

 

“Waaaaaaaaaaa!!!! Belle!!!!!!” Aurora shouted as soon as she saw me…. 

I know she’s excited… THISIS THE DAY!!! OMONA!!!! 

We both wore our “B2UTY & THE B2ST” T-shirt with matching skirts. 

The program started with a parade of every departments representatives… Then speeches  of some 

school officials… And the highlight… THE BEAST PERFORMANCE…!!! 
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From: Me 

OMONA!!! Oppa!! They’re already here…!!! 

 

But he didn’t reply back… Busy again?? At this time?? Why always busy? >< 

 

After the performance, BEAST Oppas were given a table… Kyaaa The fan signing!!! I didn’t brought any 

album cause I don’t have any… I’ll just let them sign my shirt.. kyaaa~ 

 

“To all the students who wants to participate BEAST fansigning event… you must have own at least one 

album… Only albums are allowed to be sign… I repeat, only albums are allowed to be sign…” The 

announcer said… 

 

O________O 

 

What the??? I don’t have any… Is that my fault that I’m poor?? >/////< Lucky Aurora… She owned one… 

Fufufu… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

So… what album are you going to let them sign? 

 

From: Me 

Oppa… I don’t have any album… I know every fan girl possess at least one album… but for me, I’m poor 

enough to buy one… I think I’ll not be able to go there… *sobs* 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Aww… So what are you planning to do?? 

 

From: Me 

Nothing… Seeing their performance is already enough for me… It’s not my thing to cause trouble or 

something just to let my shirt signed… But I really hope I could go there… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Oh… Where are you right now? Are you still at the signing venue? 

 

From: Me 

Nope… I’m here at the rooftop… Just feeling EMO.. LOL.. Don’t mind me… :P 

 

Then there’s no reply again… 

 

I stayed there for an hour, I guess… I felt like not going to the ceremony anymore… I just like here… it’s 

PEACEFUL… 
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Then, I heard the door slammed. I looked at who he was… 

 

“Oops! Did I disturb you?” 

O_______O 

“Gi---Gikwang Oppa???” I stood up.. 

“I never thought someone would be here…” 

I was starstrucked AGAIN… 

“Why are you here? Aren’t you going to have some fun down there?” 

I smiled… What’s this feeling…? I can’t explain it.. >< 

“Then Oppa, why are you, too, here?” 

He smiled… 

“Nothing, I just find it too noisy there…” Then he looked down the gym… 

I looked at him… This isn’t the first time that we bumped each other… but… doesn’t he recognize me, 

even a little? 

He looked at me… I was shocked so I removed myeyes from him… 

 

“You’re a beauty?” Then he pointed my shirt… 

I nodded… 

“Did you go to the fan signing?” 

I shook my head… “Only albums are allowed… but sad to say I have none…” 

I stooped down… Maybe, he was thinking what kind of beauty I am… having no BEAST ALBUM… but I 

thought wrong… 

He grabbed his bag and held out an album… Then he signed it… Then handed it to me… 

 

O___________O 

O//////////////O 

 

“Oppa?” 

“Uhmm.. There’s only one signature in that album… But just settle first there… Let’s have the other 

members sign that too, next time…” 

“Ani… I mean… It’s okay! Really, THIS IS GREAT!! Oppa, Thank you… VERY MUCH!” 

 

Then I continuously bowed… Then he was slightly laughing… 

 

“Look! Is that Gikwang Oppa??!!” said the girl from the other building… 

 

“Oops! I think I have to go… See yah!” 

I nodded… “Oppa! Thank you again…!” 

Then he wave… OMO!! THIS IS GEAT!! 
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From: Me 

Oppa, you’ll never believe… but Gikwang Oppa actually gave me an album with his signature… He’s so 

kind… Ah~ really love him… ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Woah? Really? Chukkahae! ^^ 

 

Seriously… this is one of my best day ever!!! 

 

Then the foundation week was a happy week… I’m tired of playing from different boots… After that, I 

still have to go to work… But I’m still happy… Cause MY OPPA, become a regular customer in our coffee 

shop…  He’s sometimes with Hayoung Unnie… And coincidently, he’s here during my duty… but 

unfortunately, he didn’t recognize me even a little.. >////< and Hwangjae Oppa, he became my text 

diary… 

 

D-3 of Foundation Week… I was surfing the net… Spazzing… Then I saw………. 

 

“Gikwang and Hayoung Dating?” 

 

I don’t know but I felt like my heart is melting… Melting so much that the melted thing wants to flow 

from my eyes… So is that’s the reason why they visit our shop together? Because they’re dating…??? 

Aurora… Where are you right now?? I want a shoulder to cry with.. >< 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Let’s eat! 

 

From: Me 

Eat for me… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Why? Are you on work? 

 

From: Me 

No. I just…. 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Just..?? There’s a problem, right? Tell me… Tell Oppa… 

 

From: Me 

Not a big thing… Just an emotional reaction of a fangirl when her bias is having a rumor girlfriend… 
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From: Hwangjae 

What? So it was really published?? Don’t believe that… That’s not true… 

 

From: Me 

UGH!! Why am I really….. UGH!!! Ahh~ Molla… Really affected… If only I can say something to them…. 

UGH!! UGH!!! 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Then… let’s pretend I’m Gikwang… What would you say…? 

 

From: Me 

I have nothing to say to Gikwang Oppa… Just take care and be happy with her… but I want to say 

something to Hayoung Unnie… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Then, let’s pretend I’m Hayoung… Belle Dongsaeng, What is that? 

 

From: Me 

Unnie… Thank you for making Oppa happy… Please take care of him. Please stay on his side when he’s 

having a hard time cause I can’t do that no matter how I want… Please protect him, more than I do … 

And love him the way I want to do but wasn’t able to… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

You really love him? 

 

From: Me 

Isn’t it still obvious…? 

 

From: Hwangjae 

This kid ah… >< But do you want to meet up with me? 

 

From: Me 

Why so off-topic?? >< Uhmm.. I want to meet all B2TY.. So I want to meet you too.. ^^ 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Then, Friday, After your another fan signing… Go to this address and meet me… 

 

~~ 

 

D-5… Last Day of the Foundation Week… 
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That whole day, Hwangjae Oppa didn’t text me… Should I still go and meet him? After the fan signing… I 

texted him… 

 

From: Me 

Oppa, Should I go now… 

 

From: Hwangjae 

Okay… 

 

Why do I felt so nervous? 

 

I found the address and knocked on the door… Then I was shocked when Dongwoon Oppa opened the 

door… 

 

O____O 

 

“Oh? Are you Belle??” Dongwoon Oppa asked… 

I nodded… 

“Just a minute…” he let me sit at the sofa there… “Hwangjae Hyung! Belle is here…” he shouted… 

 

Who could Hwangjae be??? Why is Dongwoon Oppa here???? 

 

Then the other Beast Members went to see me… >< 

And finally, Gikwang Oppa went out of the room... “She’s here already?” 

Dongwoon Oppa went near him… “You bad guy, Hwangjae Hyung… or should I say, GIKWANG HYUNG… 

letting a girl walk alone… What if some bad guys followed her…?” 

“Don’t worry, she have a power shout of a fan girl…” 

 

I stood up… Mwoya?? Am I dreaming??? 

They all looked at me… 

“Can somebody slap me????” I said… 

“Haha… you’re not dreaming! Unless we’re all having the same dreams…” Yoseob said… 

“Just slap me… please???” I begged… 

 

How could… How could… I can’t… Ah.. Why am I….??? 

 

Gikwang Oppa went near me… I closed my eyes… What if the slap hurts… >< 

But what came wasn’t slap at all… 

It was…. 

His lips… 
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Came to mine… 

 

O___________O 

O///////////////////O 

 

He kissed me… 

 

O//////////////O 

 

To my shocked, I pushed him away… 

 

I can’t look at him… Mwoyah?? I should have not pushed him… That’s my dream, right? 

Kyaa~ >/////< I blame you shock…  

 

“Ah… Uhmm.. What if Hayoung Unnie.. uhmmm…” I don’t know what to say.. >< 

“Didn’t I tell you, it’s not true???” he said… 

“How could that be true..? This Dongsaeng of mine always talks about Belle…” Doo Oppa said… 

 

I think I’m already blushing… 

How could this happen…? It’s too good to be true.. >< 

 

“I have already texted a lot of B2UTY but all of them fell for Hwangjae and leave Gikwang behind… But 

now, I found someone who truly loves Gikwang…  At first, I’m just going to play, but as time goes by, this 

heart started to beat for Belle… I don’t know how, when and why it started, all I know, I want to stay 

with Belle…” he moved closer to me… 

 

My heart…. 

I can’t catch its beat… 

 

“Funny. That your name adopts the name of the princess in BEAUTY AND THE BEAST…” he smirked then 

moved even closer… 

 

“I think… This BEAST had already found his BEAUTY…” He said… 

~~~~ 

 

Just like the fairytale, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, even there’s a big gap between the two people, destiny 

makes a way to remove that gap… Now I know, a fan girl can really marry her bias and live happily ever 

after… 

 

 


